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Letter from the Editor 
April Showers bring May flowers… isn’t that how the saying is supposed to go?  Here in 
Wisconsin, in April this year we had the biggest snowstorm of the entire winter!  April 14 - 16th 
dropped 29.4 inches of snow in my hometown!  Although the temperature was not too awful, 
several of my trees went down and a portion of my roof collapsed from the wet snow.  Happy to 
say, Puli, cats and people are safe and sound.  Then, if that wasn’t enough of a surprise a mere 2 
weeks later and the temperature is 78 degrees Fahrenheit! 
I hope your April 2018 was a bit less eventful than mine was.  (Although I now am enjoying the 
balmy temperatures for Wisconsin this time of year.) 

Again, this is YOUR newsletter, so please let me know what you want to see.  Let me know what 
you DON’T want to see as well.   

Email me at:  puliposteditor@puliclub.org 

Julie Schuh, Puli Post Editor 
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NEW MEMBERS ARE JOINING 
The Board has assigned Provisional Membership to the following 
applications upon review.  In the absence of feedback, which may 
cause the application to be rejected, the applicant will 
automatically become an Associate Member after a period of 45 
days from the publication of this report. 

Ma#	Heppler	
565	Main	St	
Calhoun,	KY		42327	
Sponsored	by	Nancy	GuagenC	and	Brian	Brubaker	

Terri	Burrows	
25906	DiJon	Dr	
Tomball,	TX		77377	
Sponsored	by	Pam	Barbro-Erstling	and	Dagmar	Fertl	

Dianne	Ewing	
13	Vannoy	St	
Greenville,	SC		29601	
Sponsored	by	the	Board	

And	effecCvely	immediately,	reinstatement	back	to	full	General	
Membership	

Molly	Rose	Rasper	
3109	N	105th	St	
Wauwatosa,	WI		53222	

PCA Supported Entry 
During the Blue and Gray Cluster in Harrisburg, PA on April  12th 
through the 14th, PCA held a Supported Entry on the 13th and 
14th.  Here are the Pulik results for the entire cluster: 

Thursday 4/12/18 

BOB	 GCH	CH	Szentmihalyi-Szabo	Trefa	
	 G	Cheimis/V	Cheimis	

BOS/	 Szentmihalyi-Szabo	Apolka	
WB	 G	Cheimis/V	Cheimis	
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AKC 
Legislative News

RHODE ISLAND 
Prohibit 

Misrepresentation of a 
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Allow Homeless Persons 
with Service Animal 

Access to Shelter 
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Friday 4/13/18 

BOB	 GCH	CH	Applegates	PeCte	Verdot	RN	CGC	
	 F	Levinson/R	Sullivan	
BOS		 GCH	CH	Szentmihalyi-Szabo	Trefa	
	 G	Cheimis/V	Cheimis	
BOW/	 Noe	Barkaja	Walking	On	Sunshine	At	Spindri`	
WB	 A	Coulman	
WD		 Applegate’s	There’s	Nothing	Like	A	Guinness	FDC	
	 F	Levinson/R	Sullivan	
RWD		 Applegate’s	Cream	Of	The	Crop	
	 F	Levinson/R	Sullivan	
RWB	 Applegate’s	No	Doubt	About	Her	
	 F	Levinson/R	Sullivan	

Saturday 4/14/18 

BOB	 GCH	CH	Applegates	PeCte	Verdot	RN	CGC	
	 F	Levinson/R	Sullivan	
BOS		 GCH	CH	Szentmihalyi-Szabo	Trefa	
	 G	Cheimis/V	Cheimis	
BOW/	 Applegate’s	No	Doubt	About	Her	
WB	 F	Levinson/R	Sullivan	
WD		 Applegate’s	There’s	Nothing	Like	A	Guinness	FDC	
	 F	Levinson/R	Sullivan	
RWD	 Catsun	Comanche	Hawkeye	
	 K	Kramer	
RWB	 Noe	Barkaja	Walking	On	Sunshine	At	Spindri`	

A	Coulman	

Sunday 4/15/18 

BOB	 GCH	CH	Applegates	PeCte	Verdot	RN	CGC	
	 F	Levinson/R	Sullivan	
BOS		 Applegate’s	There’s	Nothing	Like	A	Guinness	FDC	
	 F	Levinson/R	Sullivan	
BOW/	 Noe	Barkaja	Walking	On	Sunshine	At	Spindri`	
WB	 A	Coulman	
WD		 Applegate’s	There’s	Nothing	Like	A	Guinness	FDC	
	 F	Levinson/R	Sullivan	
RWD	 Noe	Barkaja	Covert	Affairs	At	Spindri`	
	 A	Coulman/B	Brubaker/L	Meakin	
RWB	 Applegate’s	No	Doubt	About	Her	

F	Levinson/R	Sullivan	
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HAVE YOU 
HEARD?? 

Recently I was made 
aware of a Podcast 

called  

PURE DOG TALK 

Now a Podcast by 
nature is something 

like a weekly or 
daily magazine that 

you can listen to.  
However if you are 

technologically 
challenged like I am, 
you can also sign up 

for their emails 
which allow you to 

read  what was 
recorded for that 

day.   

See accompanying 
list of recent and 

not-so recent topics 
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PODCAST TOPICS 
Recent and not so recent topics available on 
Pure Dog Talk Podcasts and Website 
THERE ARE HUNDREDS OF RECENT AND ARCHIVED PODCASTS UNDER RGE 
CATEGORIES OF  
BREEDS & BREEDERS 
HEALTH AND GENETICS 
LEGISLATION AND BREEDERS RIGHTS 
PERFORMANCE EVENTS  
There are also talks about Grooming, Showing, and Handling! 
Recently, PCA Member Sue Huebner was interviewed for the following two 
podcasts:  #149 Pedigrees Produce Top Winners and, #148 Breeding Basics/
Cordmaker Pulik 

Click here to sign up for podcasts and/or emails  https://puredogtalk.com/ 

TRAINING HAPPENS WHEN THEY LEAST 
EXPECT IT 
The Laundry Thief by Nancy Guagenti

My 10 month old puppy, Bryzzo, loves learning things. He thinks it is all a game so I make use 
of his enthusiasm. He also loves stealing clothes. So how do I put these two desires together for 
fun and future training goals? 

I want him to learn to carry laundry. I am using a sock and teaching him to “Take it”.  As soon as 
he takes the sock, I use my mark it/reward word and say, “Wow”. He gets a treat. I also have a 
release word, “Give”.  Teaching the words with his game will make it fun and not tedious, but it 
also lays the ground work for future obedience goals. It also makes it easier to teach other 
carrying chores, I.e. newspaper.

After I teach him to take the sock, I encourage him to hold it. When he can hold, then he needs 
to walk with it, one step at a time. Our home goal is to get him to carry it to the laundry across 
the house. I have done this with my older girl and she LOVES doing this job. When she hears 
me sorting the clothes, she is there to carry her sock. Of course her goal is the treat at the end, 
but she enjoys her job. Too bad I can’t teach them to sort the darks from the lights.

Puppies offer behaviors you are teaching. While drinking my coffee,  Bryzzo brought me some 
laundry, unasked for and not a sock. (Resist the temptation to get angry even if it is your favorite 
item.) He can’t discern yet when it is appropriate, but I know that he is learning. He has just 
provided me with a new goal of teaching him, “Leave it”.  So I took the item back to the laundry 
pile; Bryzzo happily joined me; and there in the pile was his favorite stuffed bear.  So now I 
wonder, who is teaching whom.
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